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amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
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hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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espolonados
It says armed Spurs, in zoology - animals

espolonazos
He says hits given with RAM-

espolvoran
corresponds to the expression ''  '' shake or remove dust ''  ''. -

esponda
says the truce that Greeks from antiquity constantly during the celebration of the Olympic Games-

espondilodinia
It's vertebral pain-

espondilolistesis
It refers to the deviation of the spine forward in the pelvic region. -

espondilosquisis
It is the deviation of the fifth lumbar vertebra.

espondóforo
It is named the bearer of peace proposals. -

espondóforo
refers to the Herald proclaiming the truce during the Olympic Games in ancient Greece-

espongiarios
relating or belonging to the sponges

espongiolita
It's the fossil polypary. -

esponsales
mutual promise to marry that are made and accepted the male and the female.

espóndilos
name given to the vertebrae. -

esquelerofobia



skeleerophobia - refers to the aversion, hatred, or fear that certain individuals have of bad men; Phobia of thieves-

esquelerofobias
skelerophobia - pertaining to the aversion, hatred, or fear that certain individuals present to bad men; Phobia of thieves-

esquiafobia
Schiaphobia - refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain individuals have of the shadows

esquifobias
Schizophobias—pertaining to the aversion, hatred, or fear that certain individuals present in the shadows

esquila
It concerns small, bell-shaped alcencerro.

esquilache
esquilache or esquilache riots: is the name given to a series of popular upheavals that took place in Madrid and Spanish
provinces in the spring of 1766.

esquiofobia
Schizophobia - refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain individuals have of the shadows

esquiofobias-
Schizophobias—pertaining to the aversion, hatred, or fear that certain individuals present in the shadows

estacte
odorous essential oil, obtained from fresh myrrh, used medicinally in indigestion, to heal wounds and diseases of the
skin-

estadales
refers to ''  '' Blessed at a shrine, tapes that are usually put around their necks ''  ''.

estafisagria albarraz
Staphysagria albarraz-It is an annual plant, of the buttercup family, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained in the past,   a product that was used to combat lice-

estafisagria, albarraz
staphysagria, albarraz-it is an annual plant, of the buttercup family, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained in the past,   a product that was used to combat lice-

estafisagria-albarraz
Staphysagria-Albarraz-It is an annual plant, of the buttercup family, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large



leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained in the past,   a product that was used to combat lice-

estafisagrias
Belonging to the poisonous herbaceous plant, whose powdered seeds fight lice. 

estalas
steles-belonging to the expression: stable, stable -

estar con un humor de perros
being in a dog mood-refers to having someone very moody  

estasibasifobia
Stasybasiphobia refers to the aversion, hatred, or fear that certain individuals exhibit to standing, walking, or walking

estasibasifobias
stasyibasiphobia - pertaining to the aversion, hatred or fear, which certain individuals present to standing; walking,
walking-

estasifobia
Stasiphobia - refers to the aversion, hatred, or fear of standing in certain individuals; To walk or walk-

estándar
standard -.  says the quality or quality or condition ofa normal product and current-

estela
It's an old Memorial headstone, pedestal or cipo-shaped.

estelares
relating or belonging to losastros-star

estelas
It's ancient monuments and memorials as tombstone, pedestal or cipo-

esteluláceo
in Botany and in the past, plant having leaves in the shape of Star, such as Maple-

estema
This term refers to a structure or schema of identity, filiation, transmission or identification of any manuscript or a version
from the original of a work; in textual criticism.

estepillas



belonging to a variety or species to leave white -

estereoscopia
stereoscopy-refers to the expression : a group of principles governing binocular observation and its means of obtaining

estereoscopios
stereoscopes-belonging to the expression : optical apparatus used to produce the sensation of three dimensions or
relief, through two flat images of the same object, which, being seen each with one eye, merge into a single-

estereotipia
stereotypes-refers to the expression : pattern of behavior or behavior of a person-

estereotipo
stereotype-refers to the expression : an iron that is used in stereotyping

esterificación
esterification-refers to the expression : chemical reaction of formation of an ester, from an acid and an alcohol, with
additional water-

esterificamos
esterify-refers to the expression : we produce esterification, forming an ester from an acid and an alcohol-

esterifican
esterify-refers to the expression : compounds that produce esterification, forming an ester from an acid and an alcohol-

esterificarán
esterificarán-refers to the expression : they will produce esterification, forming an ester from an acid and an alcohol-

esterilidad
sterility-refers to the expression : in a given terrain, aridity and lack of fruit-

esteriliza
sterilizes-refers to the expression: it makes infertile and sterile what was not before

esterilizamos
sterilizes-refers to the expression: we make infertile and sterile what was not before-the term sterilizerist is used within
Medicine and Agronomi-

esterilizan
sterilize-refers to the expression: make infertile and sterile what was not before

esterilizarán



sterilize-refers to the expression: they will make infertile and sterile what was not

esteva
esteva-refers to the expression : curved wood that held the rods in the old carriages-

estevados
It says those who have twisted legs and Arch-

estéril
sterile-refers to the expression : living organism, which cannot be reproduced, because of congenital alterations or
acquired in the reproductive apparatus-the sterile word, in one of its meanings, is used within the Biology-

estéticos
relating or belonging to laapreciacion or perception of beauty.

estivales
relating or belonging to the summer

estípticos
that have metallic astringent taste

estofa
Kiln-refers to the expression: it paints on burnished gold reliefs to the temple-

estofamos
Kiln-refers to the expression: we paint on the burnished gold reliefs to the temple-

estofan
this-fan-refers to the expression: paint on burnished gold reliefs to the methim-

estofar
Braise-refers to the expression: to paint on burnished gold reliefs to the temple-

estofas
Estofas-refers to the expression: paints on burnished gold reliefs to the temple-

estofo
Estofo-refers to the expression: Pinto on the burnished gold reliefs to the temple-

estoico
It says who has great fortitude to misfortune -



estoicos
Stoics = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseenentereza before the misfortune.

estolón
STOLON is unorgano of colonial invertebrate animals that binds individuals together.

estomatíferos
says vegetables have stomata ( 41 leaves openings;

estopeños
relating or belonging to laestopa

estoposos
relating or belonging to laestopa

estordir
estordir or esturdir = to cause embarrassment to a persona,aturdir.-// leave an impression or hit, momentarily
incapacitated person.

estovaína
Estovaína-refers to a type of synthetic alkaloid, used as an anesthetic-

estovaínas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug, obtenidasinteticamente-used as an anesthetic-

estradiote
This term refers to a soldier or soldier of a horse, of higher quality than the arquebus.

estramonios
belonging to a variety or species dehiguera loca-

estratégicos
relating or belonging to headline

estrechones
strather-belonging to the expression : shaking of candles when they are loose-

estrepsípteros
Estrepsipterosse is of a / / unaorden of tiny, parasitic insects of other insects.

estricninas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug, Walnut vomica-familia of the loganiaceas obtenidade -



estrictez
It is said of the quality or quality or condition deestricto

estros
ESTRUS is losperiodos of zeal or sexual ardor of mammals.

estróbilos
.  belonging to the name of the frutode some conifers-

estupidez
Mental state of clumsy people, devoid of logic in their saying or acting. 

esturar
ESTURAR = slightly burning the food due to the lack of broth -

esturdir
esturdir or estordir: cause embarrassment to a persona,aturdir.-// leave an impression or hit, momentarily incapacitated
person.

esu
Esu-refers to the expression: Divinity who was regarded as the messenger of the gods, among the Yoruba, ethnic
Nigerian-

etarios
relating or belonging to the age of a person

etarras
relating or belonging to ETA Basque terrorist labanda.

eterómanos
relating or belonging to the quesufre the morbid habit of sucking ether

etéreos
relating or pertaining alcielo or ether-/ / poetically: vagos-inmateriales, sublime.

etnometodología
Ethnomethodology - refers to sociological unacorriente in the years setenta-l

etogénico
etogenico - refers to loperteneciente or etogenia, which is a branch of ethology -

eucharis



Eucharis- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer P.  Cottenot on February 2, 1878-

eucráticos
eucraticos = it is said of those who have or poseenbuen character and physique.

eufonía
euphony -.  It is the quality or quality or condition the word - desonar right or pleasantly

eugenisis
Eugenisis- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer F.  H .  Kaiser on February 25, 1913-

eulalia-
Eulalia- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on October 25, 1902-

eunike
Eunike- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer C.  H .  F .  Peters on March 1, 1878-

eupatorio
name given to a variety or species of laagrimonia. -

euphrosyne
Euphrosyne-refers to an asteroid discovered by J.  Fergusonel1 september 1854-

europa
Europe-refers to an asteroid discovered byH.  M.  S .  Goldschmidtel4 of February 1858-

eurydike
Eurydike- refers to an asteroid discovered by C.  H.  F.  Petersel22 of September 1862-

eurykleia
Eurykleia- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer J.  Palisaon April 19, 1879-

eurynome
Eurynome-this is an asteroid discovered byJ.  C.  Watsonel 14 September 1863-

euscaras
relating or belonging to the Basque language Basque-

euskeros
relating or belonging allenguaje vascuense



eutenia
Goddess of Greek monthly

euterpe
Euterpe-this is the asteroid discovered by J.  R.  Hind on November 8, 1853-

eva-
Eva- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerP .  P .  Henry on July 12, 1876-

evangélicos
relating or belonging to losevangelios

eviternos
tienenprincipio but not end-

eweer
refers to a deity querepresentaba the visible sky, between the Achantis-

exámines
to tienenvida-

exegesis
exegesis- hermeneutics or historical or doctrinal exposition of a text, especially the sacred one, such as the Bible-

exegesis - exégesis
exegesis - exegesis- hermeneutics or historical or doctrinal exposition of a text, especially the sacred one, such as the
Bible-

exegesis o exégesis
exegesis or exegesis-hermeneutics or historical or doctrinal exposition of a text, especially that of a sacred type, such as
the Bible-

exegesis, exégesis
exegesis, exegesis- hermeneutics or historical or doctrinal exposition of a text, especially that of a sacred type, such as
the Bible-

exegeta
exegeta-refers to , 1) Commentator of the great writers, mainly during the Alexandrian era. - 2 ) Commentator of sacred
texts . -

exegeta - exégeta
exegeta - exegeta- refers to , 1) Commentator of the great writers, mainly during the Alexandrian era. - 2 ) Commentator
of sacred texts . -



exegeta exégeta
exegeta exégeta- refers to , 1) Commentator of the great writers, mainly during the Alexandrian era. - 2 ) Commentator
of sacred texts . -

exegeta o exégeta
exegeta or exegeta-refers to , 1) Commentator of the great writers, mainly during the Alexandrian era. - 2 )
Commentator of sacred texts . -

exegetas
exegetas-belonging to , 1) Commentator of the great writers, mainly during the Alexandrian era. - 2 ) Commentator of
sacred texts . -

exegetas o exégetas
exegetes or exegetes-belonging to , 1) Commentator of the great writers, mainly during the Alexandrian era. - 2 )
Commentator of sacred texts . -

exégesis
exegesis-hermeneutics or historical or doctrinal exposition of a text, especially the sacred one, such as the Bible-

exégesis - exegesis
exegesis - exegesis- hermeneutics or historical or doctrinal exposition of a text, especially the sacred one, such as the
Bible-

exégesis exegesis
exegesis exegesis- this is the hermeneutics or historical or doctrinal exposition of a text, especially that of a sacred type,
such as the Bible-

exégesis o exegesis
exegesis or exegesishermeneutics or historical or doctrinal exposition of a text, especially the sacred one, such as the
Bible-

exégeta
exegeta-refers to , 1) Commentator of the great writers, mainly during the Alexandrian era. - 2 ) Commentator of sacred
texts . -

exégeta - exegeta
exegeta refers to , 1) Commentator of great writers, mainly during the Alexandrian era. - 2 ) Commentator of sacred
texts . -

exégeta exegeta
exegeta- refers to , 1) Commentator of the great writers, mainly during the Alexandrian era. - 2 ) Commentator of sacred
texts . -

exégeta o exegeta



exegeta-refers to , 1) Commentator of the great writers, mainly during the Alexandrian era. - 2 ) Commentator of sacred
texts . -

exégetas
exegetes-belonging to , 1) Commentator of the great writers, mainly during the Alexandrian era. - 2 ) Commentator of
sacred texts . -

exégetas o exegetas
exegetes or exegetas-belonging to , 1) Commentator of the great writers, mainly during the Alexandrian era. - 2 )
Commentator of sacred texts . -

explicada
explained - refers to the feminine form of explained, participle explaining or explained.

exprés
express-refers to the company or person who ensures a fast-              

extruden
extruden-refers to the expression : they shape a mass by making it out through an opening made for this purpose-

extrudes
extrudes-refers to the expression: you shape a mass by making it out through an opening made for this purpose-

extrudimos
extruded-refers to the expression: we shape a mass by exiting it through an opening made for this purpose-

extrudo
extruded-refers to the expression : I shape a mass by exiting it through an opening made for this purpose-

eyre
It is the Salt Lake of Southern Australia. -

ébulo
Ebulus-It is a herbaceous plant species of the family Caprifoliaceae, native to southern and central Europe and
Southeast Asia.  generic name Sambucus ebulus, which could reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without
branches, with opposite leaves of dark green color and strong odor, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very
toxic fruit; It is used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

échalote
shallot -.  belonging to a variety or species decebolla-

épicos
relating or belonging to laepopeya



épicos
relating or belonging to heroic poetry

épulos
épules-in-age, convites or sacrifices made to the gods to soothe their anger

équido
It is said of the mammal whose limbs end in a single finger, like the horse. 

équidos
equides-belonging to the mammal whose limbs end in a single finger, such as the horse-

éticos
relating or belonging to lasbuenas customs

étnicos
relating or pertaining wings races.

faciales
relating or belonging to intuition, intuitive, used in the past.

faciales
relating or belonging to the face or the face.

factual
relative or belonging alhecho or to the facts

facultades
It refers to physical lasaptitudes for the lidia Bull. Also referred to the Bullfighter.

fafnir
Fafnir- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 15, 2015, located in the constellation Draco-

fagáceas
belonging to a deplantaangioesperma type.

faïna
Faïna- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neúiminel on April 28, 1913-

faja geográfica
It refers to a more zonal subdivision which is distinguished on the basis of differences in predominant types of radiation
balance and from the nature of the general circulation of the atmosphere.



falsa
name given to a variety or species (-) white acacia

falso
false = especie-variedad-of Northern FIR.

falúa
Small boat used in Egypt by tourists to tour the Nile River. 

fama
Fama- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on October 13, 1895-

fang-
Fang- refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 30, 2017, located in the constellation Scorpios.

fanny-
Fanny- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on March 31, 1916-

faquir
It's the Muslim holy man who lives of charity and acts of singular austeridad.// in the India, beggar performing ascetic
exercises -

farádicos
relating or belonging to sketch theory of Faraday

fardachos
fardachos = is one of the names that receive lizards, lizards reptiles.

farináceos
relating or belonging to laharina

farmacocinética
pharmacokinetics - refers to part of the pharmacology that studies the different processes of a drug through their
passage through the body - pharmacokinetics is to know what happens with the medication since it is ingested so far
that is removed -

farra
colloquially, it is said of an unpleasant or ungrateful, made in Uruguay

fatales
relating or belonging alhado, inevitable. -



faucales
relating or belonging to lasfauces

fawaris
Fawaris- refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 1, 2018, located in the constellation Cygnus-

fazenda
FAZENDA = in Portugal, woven, cloth silk-imitating

fáctico
relative or belonging alhecho or to the facts

fecales
relating or pertaining alexcremento or intestinal excrement

fedón
dialogue written by Plato which discusses the immortality of the soul-

fedra
in Greek mythology, daughter of Minos and Pasiphae, spouse of Theseus.

feéricos
relating or belonging to lashadas

felicitas
divinidadrepresentada by a matron carrying the Horn of plenty and the Caduceus. -

felinos
relating or belonging algato digitigrade carnivorous mammals. -

felis
Felis- refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 1, 2018, located in the constellation Hydra-

felixvarela
Felixvarela- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation
Cetus-

femeniles
relating or pertaining to women

feodosia
Feodosia- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on November 29, 1924-



ferinos
relating or belonging to lasfieras

feronia
Feronia- refers to the asteroid discovered by C.  H.  F.  Peters on May 29, 1861-

ferreñas
belonging to a variety or species of hard-shelled denuez-

fénix
It's a plant arecacea, monocot, up to 20 m in height, straight, cylindrical and very thick stalk -

fénix
It is elave that was reborn from its ashes and was a symbol of the resurrection.

fénix o ave fénix
Phoenix or Phoenix Bird- is a constellation located in the cosmic area Circumpolar Sur-

fénix, ave fénix
Phoenix, Phoenix-is a constellation located in the cosmic area Circumpolar Sur-

fénix-
Phoenix-it is said of a constellation located in cosmic zoneCircumpolar South-

fénix-ave fénix
Phoenix - Phoenix-this is a constellation located in the cosmic area Circumpolar Sur-

férreos
relating or pertaining alhierro

fibras textiles
.  belonging to the resin depolimeros of high-grade, or of large molecular mass -

fidelidad
It is said of the quality or quality or condition defiel

fides
Fides-this is an asteroid discovered byK.  T.  R.  Lutherel5 of October 1855-

fiducia
Fiducia-is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  h.  Charlois on January 8, 1894-



fiesta abelera
Fiesta Abelera - refers to the recitals given by the singer and composer of folklore and Latin pop, Abel Pintos-

filiales
relating or belonging to alhijo / / dependent of other establishments.

filiformes
filiform = to tienenapariencia's thread.

filisteos
Philistines = ( it is said - of the ) who have or vulgar poseenespiritu, little knowledge.

filoides
that have structure similar to a sheet-

fini-
fini- it is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer J.  Palisael September 26, 1914-

finisicular
relating or pertaining a particular century alfin

finisiculares
relating or pertaining a particular century alfin

finitos
they have purpose, term, limit-

finitud
It is said of the quality or quality or condition definito-

fiscal
relating or belonging to the State lasfinanzas

fiscales
relating or belonging to the State lasfinanzas

fisónomos
It is said of those who have the natural ease to differentiate people by their appearance. -

físicos
relating or belonging to the matter or physics



flagele
concerning the expression ''  '' abuse with spanking ''  ''. -

flammario
Flammario- this is an asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on March 11, 1924-

flaqueza
It is said of the quality or quality or condition deflaco, especially in the moral sense-

flecha-
Arrow-it is said of a constellation located in cosmic zoneNorthern or Boreal Hemisphere-

flegetonte
Phlegethon refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Virgo.

flexitariano
Flexitarian-this is a neologism derived from the fusion of the words "flexible" and "vegetarian", which refers to a new type
of consumer, which focuses its diet on a vegetarian diet although, sporadically, it can consume meats and fish,
ultimately neither carnivorous nor vegetarian, flexitarian-

flexitarianos
flexitarians-belonging to neologism derived from the fusion of the words "flexible" and "vegetarian", referring to a new
type of consumer, who focuses his diet on a vegetarian diet although, sporadically, he can consume meat and fish, in
short neither carnivores nor vegetarians, flexitarians-

flor azulflor
flor azulflor is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm tall, very toxic, considered a
weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell, becoming a weed
of the tropical zones of the world-It is used medicinally as antibacterial or antiartritic, also, for its essential oils, it is used
in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor azulflor caángay
caángay-blue flower-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor azulflor o caángay
blueflower flower or caángay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high,
very toxic, considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating
smell, becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also,
for its essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor azulflor, caángay
blueflower flower, caángay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very



toxic, considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating
smell, becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also,
for its essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor azulflor-caángay
blueflower-caángay-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor de azúcar
Begonácea plant with bright green leaves and small red, white or pink flowers. 

flor de chivato
chivato flower-refers to the expression : fabaceous tree, straight trunk, smooth greyish bark and red to orange flowers
arranged in cluster-

flor de octubre
October flower-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm tall, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical zones of the world-It is used medicinally as antibacterial or antiartritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor de octubre caángay
Caángay October flower- it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very
toxic, considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating
smell, becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also,
for its essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor de octubre o caángay
October flower or caángay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very
toxic, considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating
smell, becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also,
for its essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor de octubre, caángay
October flower, caángay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very
toxic, considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating
smell, becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also,
for its essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor de octubre-caángay
October flower-caángay- it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very
toxic, considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating
smell, becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also,
for its essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-



flor del pájaro
Bird flower-refers to the expression : herbaceous plant, rhizomatous, bush-shaped, bird-shaped flowers with violet, red
or yellow petals-

flor dímera
dimera flower-is one whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is two or multiple of two-

flor lila caángay
caángay lilac flower-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor lila o caángay
lilac flower or caángay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very
toxic, considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating
smell, becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also,
for its essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor lila, caángay
lilac flower, caángay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor lila-caángay
lilac flower-caángay-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor noble
noble flower-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm tall, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical zones of the world-It is used medicinally as antibacterial or antiartritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor noble caángay
caángay noble flower- it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor noble o caángay
noble flower or caángay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very
toxic, considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating
smell, becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also,



for its essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor noble, caángay
noble flower, caángay-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic,
considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell,
becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its
essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor noble-caángay
noble flower-caángay- it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the Asteraceae family, about 70 cm high, very
toxic, considered a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating
smell, becoming a weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also,
for its essential oils, it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

flor pentámera
pentamer flower-is one whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is five or multiple of five-

flor tetrámera
Tethoramera flower-is one whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is four or multiple of four-

flor trímera
trimera flower-is one whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is three or multiple of three-

flora
Goddess of flowers, gardens, and the spring-very revered by villagers and altars in the homes - in his honour held
parties called floralias.

flora
referred to in alconjunto of vegetation with a particular habitat or region.

flores dímeras
dimera-name flowers that receive the flowers whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is two or multiple of two-

flores pentámeras
pentamer-name flowers that receive flowers whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is five or multiple of five-

flores tetrámeras
tethora-name flowers that receive flowers whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is four or multiple of four-

flores trímeras
trimera-name flowers that receive the flowers whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is three or multiple of three-

flurona



flurona-refers to a certain type of simultaneous or mixed infection of the influenza virus and the coronavirus virus, from
which its name comes = "flu" (flu) and "rona" (coronavirus) -

fluviales
relating or belonging to losrios

foliáceos
relating or belonging to branches of the plants

foliolar
relative or belonging alfoliolo

foliolares
relating or pertaining alfoliolo

fomalhaut
Fomalhaut refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 15, 2015, located in the constellation
Pisces.

fonéticos
relating or belonging alsonido of language

fontus
is guardian tratabadel of sources -

forales
relating or pertaining alfuero

forelles
belonging to a variety or species depera, which appeared in Saxony, Germany and is of unknown origin-

forestales
relating or pertaining to forests and its use. -

formosa-
Formosa- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Leo-

formoseños
the Argentina Republic, says of the naturalesde deformosa province

forsytia
Forsytia- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on November 20, 1925-



fortachones
to have great strength and strength -

fortuna
random diosadel and good luck, also related to fertility. It had great acceptance among all the people who worshipped it
with altars in their own homes.

fónicos
relating or belonging alsonido or voice of the language

fótico
relating or belonging to the light

fóticos
relating or belonging to laluz

fracciones no decimales
decimal fraction = to make a fraction decimal it is necessary that the numerator is 10 or a power of 10, i.e., must be the
number below the fraction 10,100,1000,etc. Example = 66/100 = 0, 66.

fracción decimal
decimal fraction = to make a fraction decimal it is necessary that the numerator is 10 or a power of 10, i.e., must be the
number below the fraction 10,100,1000,etc. Example = 66/100 = 0, 66. For cases in which the result of the fraction is a
whole number, we are in the presence of a fraction non-DECIMAL, example: 80/20 = 4.

frailecillo
puffin-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds,
pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

frailecillo ababuy
Puffin ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions.

frailecillo o ababuy
Puffin or ababuy- refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions-

frailecillo,ababuy
Puffin, ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions.

frailecillo-ababuy



Puffin-ababuy-refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions-

fraileros
of the friars-

frailes
belonging to a variety or species of plum-

francesa
French -.  belonging to a variety or species decebolla-

franz
Franz- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Hercules-

fraternales
relating or belonging to brothers

fraternos
relating or belonging to brothers

frecuentes
that tienenlugar often, at short intervals-

fredegundis-
Fredegundis- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Lorenz on January 22, 1909-

freia
Goddess delamor - taught witchcraft handles-

fresnillos
belonging to a variety or species white dedictamo-

fresno
elfresno is Californian origin, thick, bright red, firm, juicy and very aromatic meat - the result.  belonging to one variety or
species defresa, Strawberry -

freya
Goddess delamor - taught witchcraft handles-

frieda
Frieda is an asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisa on October 18, 1911-



frigg
Goddess delamor

frigga
Frigga-this is an asteroid discovered by C.  H.  F.  Peters on the 12th of No Viembre of 1862-

frontales
relating or belonging to the front of something-

fruncida
Puckered - refers to lapersona which is apprehensive, disgusted, skeptical, wary-

fruta de estrella
star fruit refers to the expression: tropical evergreen tree, present in tropical areas, which presents yellow edible berries
and compound leaves-

frutilla
.  the cutter belonging to the name of the frutode-

frutillas
belonging to a variety or species American defreson or Strawberry-

frutilllas
·pertenecientes the name of the strawberry frutode-

frutícolas
relating or belonging to lafruticultura

fueguinos
in the Republic of Argentina, it is said of the province Tierra naturalesde of fire

fuentes
sources -.  belonging to a variety or species decebolla-

fufú
Fufu - means for Puerto Rico alhechizo, hex, witchcraft -

fuji
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

fulu
Fulu- refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 30, 2017, located in the constellation Cassiopeia.



fumalsamakah
Fumalsamakah- refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 1, 2018, located in the constellation Pisces-

fumiforme
It is similar to the smoke. -

fumistas
relating or pertaining taken makes or arranges fireplaces

fumistería
It is said the workshop, shop or trade cookers or stoves-

fumífago
It is said of the one who swallows smoke smoking -

fumífero
made or dismisses smoke-

fumífugo
that it repels the smoke-

fumívoro
It is said of furnaces and fireplaces in which combustion is performed unless it is an annoying smoke outlet.

fumívoro
It is said of furnaces and fireplaces in which combustion is performed unless it is an annoying smoke outlet.

fundamentación
Foundation = is the establishment of platforms or foundations to stir a specific problem: a good foundation is going to
say which is the origin of the same and where to aim.

funerales
relating or belonging alentierro, funeral of a deceased

funerarios
relating or belonging alentierro, funeral of a deceased

funi
Funi- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Draco-

furud
Furud- refers to a star whose official name was approved on July 20, 2016, located in the constellation Canis Maior-



fuyue
Fuyue- refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 30, 2017, located in the constellation Scorpius-

fúnebres
relating or belonging to losdifuntos

fúngicos
relating or belonging to loshongos

gabarda
belonging to one variety or species derosal and its fruit, rose hips -

gabardas
belonging to a variety or species deescaramujo, species of rose and its fruit-

gacrux
Gacrux- refers to a star whose official name was approved on July 20, 2016, located in the constellation Crux-

gades,antonio
It's the art of Antonio Esteve Ródenas, 1936-2004, prestigious name dancer and choreographer-

gafes
It is said of those who traenmala luck -

gakyid
Gakyid- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Cancer-

gala
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

galalitas
.  belonging to synthetic resin obtained from the casein of milk with formaldehyde-

galatea
Galatea-refers to an asteroid discovered by E.  W.  L.  Tempel on August 29, 1862-

galaxia de girasol
Sunflower Galaxy-refers to a galaxy located in the constellation OfBastones Venatici-

galaxia de hidromasaje
Hydromassage galaxy-refers to a galaxy located in the constellation Of Venatici-



galaxia del molinillo
Grinder Galaxy-refers to a galaxy located in the constellation of the Major Bear-

galaxia del molinillo del sur
Southern Grinder Galaxy-refers to a galaxy located in the constellation

galaxia renacuajo
Tadpole Galaxy-refers to a galaxy located in the constellation Draco-

galaxia triangular
Triangular Galaxy-refers to a galaxy located in the constellation Triangle-

galaxias de ratones
Mouse Galaxies-refers to a galaxy located in the constellation Coma Berenices-

galaxy aguja
Galaxy needle-refers to a galaxy located in the constellation Coma Berenices-

galácticos
relating or belonging to Galaxy to the milky way

galdones
galdons-belonging to the expression : carnivorous bird, denton, with cinderella redage, robust and hooked bill, black
wings and tail, stained with white-

galdón
gallon-refers to the expression : carnivorous bird, denton, with ceniciento plumage, robust and hooked bill, black wings
and tail, stained white-

galene
Galene- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  H .  Charloisel on August 27, 1897-

galeras
galleys-belonging to a certain ship's yippus whose origin dates back to Roman times, oars, with lateen sails. 

galeras bastardas
bastard galleys- belonging to the nickname given in the sixteenth century to a galley with a stronger structure than the
ordinary one, with oars and sails, fast, used as an auxiliary or exploratory ship.

galeras galochas
Galleys belonging to the galley of large oars, each manned by several men.



galeras reales
Royal galleys—belonging to that galley which carried the royal standard when a member of the king's family was on board.

galilea-
Galilee- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Helffrich on February 14, 1910-

gallia
Gallia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  P .  Henry on August 7, 1875-

galliformes
GALLIFORMESse is of a / / unaorden of birds omnivores-legs sturdy, short wings and heavy flight =
grouse-Partridge-quail-pheasant-Turkey.

gallinazos
hens-belonging to a species of scavenger vulture, daytime, with dark brown plumage, wings and greyish white tail-

gallipavo
gallipavo-refers to a species of scavenger vulture, daytime, with dark brown plumage, wings and greyish white tail-

gallipavos
gallipavos-belonging to a species of scavenger vulture, daytime, with dark brown plumage, wings and greyish white tail-

gallocresta
gallocrest-refers to the expression : medicinal plant, erect, robust, very smelly, with obtuse leaves, scalloped and basal
rosette shape; it is used in medicine as a healer

gallones
gallons- belonging to the hollow silver bead that is part of a certain type of necklaces-

gallones agallones
gallants- belonging to the hollow silver bead that is part of a certain type of necklaces-

gallones o agallones
galls or gills-belonging to the hollow silver bead that is part of a certain type of necklaces-

gallones-agallones
gallons-gallons-belonging to the hollow silver bead that is part of a certain type of necklaces-

gallón
gallon-refers to a type of silver bead, hollow, which is part of a certain model of necklaces-

gallón agallón



gallant- refers to a hollow silver bead that is part of a certain type of necklaces-

gallón o agallón
gallon or gallon-refers to the hollow silver bead that is part of a certain type of necklaces-

gallón-agallón
gall - gall-it is a hollow silver bead that is part of a certain type of necklaces-

gamboas
belonging to a variety or species demembrillo-

gammon
gammon-name which received, in certain areas of Africa, a feast in honor of the birth of the Prophet Muhammad-

gammones
gammones-belonging to the name it received, in certain areas of Africa, a feast in honor of the birth of the Prophet
Muhammad-

ganaderías
refers to losdistintos vaccines cattle farm, groups of all ages and sexes, whose breeding and conservation is common.

ganados
refers to losdistintos groups of animals of the same species that will feed and live together, applicable also to tame
beasts and wild beasts. -

ganoideos
GANOIDEOSse is of a / / unasubclase of fish from freshwater, cartilaginous skeleton and tail of unequal lobes, as
sturgeon.

ganymed
Ganymed- This is an asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  H .  W .  Baade on October 23, 1924-

garay-
Garay-Philippine vessel, a kind of sloop or flat, flat in shape and shallow, with a slightly narrower bow than the rest of the
ship.

garays
Garays-belonging to a Philippine vessel, a kind of sloop or flat, flat in shape and shallow, with the bow somewhat
narrower than the rest of the ship.

garrafales
belonging to one variety or species deguinda and cherries, very large and tasty -



garumna
Garumna- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer H.  J .  To.  Perrotin on January 29, 1878-

gaulós
Gauls-Ancient commercial ship with ample load capacity, 1 rectangular sail, rounded stern, used by the Phoenicians-

gaussia
Gaussia- is an asteroid discovered by astronomerS.  I .  Beliavskiel on August 8, 1923-

gaviola
gaviola-it is a small tree of the anonaceae family, with few flowers, of edible fruit, grown in tropical areas-

gálbulas
.  belonging to the name of the Cypress-globose, dry frutodel-

gánguil-
Ganguil – This is a certain type of barge, towed or autonomous, used for the transport and dumping of debris from dredging or for landfilling.

gánguiles
Gangs-belonging to a barge, towed or autonomous, used for the transport and dumping of debris from dredging or for
landfilling.  -

gástricos
relating or pertaining alestomago

gedania-
Gedania- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer F.  H .  Kaiser on September 26, 1913-

gefión
Goddess of there - Patron Saint of farmers - saw the future, but they could not cambiarloen the Mitologianordica

geiko
Geiko-refers to a certain type of Japanese artist.  of which in 1920 there were 80 . 000; today there are only about a
thousand, but their fascination remains-In the West they are called geisha, but in Japan they are geikos and at first they
were male.  Before, their apprenticeship began at age six and today begins at 15-Extremely discreet, dressing a geisha
can cost the same or more than buying a house-

geikos geishas
Geikos Geishas-In the year 1920 there were 80. 000; today there are only about a thousand, but their fascination
remains-In the West they are called geisha, but in Japan they are geikos and at first they were boys-Before, their
learning began at age six and today begins at 15-Extremely discreet, dressing a geisha can cost the same or more than
buying a house-



geikos o geishas
Geikos or Geishas-In 1920 there were 80. 000; today there are only about a thousand, but their fascination remains-In
the West they are called geisha, but in Japan they are geikos and at first they were boys-Before, their learning began at
age six and today begins at age 15-Extremely discreet, dressing a geisha can cost the same or more than buying a
house-

geikos, geishas
Geikos, Geishas-In the year 1920 there were 80. 000; today there are only about a thousand, but their fascination
remains-In the West they are called geisha, but in Japan they are geiko and at first they were boys-Before, their learning
began at age six and today begins at 15-Extremely discreet, dressing a geisha can cost the same or more than buying a
house-

geikos-geishas
Geikos-Geishas-In 1920 there were 80. 000; today there are only about a thousand, but their fascination remains-In the
West they are called geisha, but in Japan they are geikos and at first they were boys-Before, their learning began at age
six and today begins at age 15-Extremely discreet, dressing a geisha can cost the same or more than buying a house-

geisha-
Geisha- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on November 17, 1924-

geishas
Geisha - belonging to a certain type of Japanese artist, of which in the year 1920 there were 80. 000; today they are only
about a thousand, but their fascination remains-In the West they are called geisha, but in Japan they are the geiko and
at first they were boys-Before, their learning began at age six and today begins at age 15.  Extremely discreet, dressing
a geisha can cost the same or more than buying a house.

geishas geikos
Geisha Geikos-In the year 1920 there were 80 . 000; today there are only about a thousand, but their fascination
remains-In the West they are called geisha, but in Japan they are geikos and at first they were boys-Before, their
learning began at age six and today begins at 15-Extremely discreet, dressing a geisha can cost the same or more than
buying a house-

geishas o geikos
Geisha or Geikos-In 1920 there were 80. 000; today there are only about a thousand, but their fascination remains-In
the West they are called geisha, but in Japan they are geikos and at first, they were boys-Before, their learning began at
age six and today begins at 15-Extremely discreet, dressing a geisha can cost the same or more than buying a house-

geishas, geikos
Geisha, Geikos-In the year 1920 there were 80. 000; today there are only about a thousand, but their fascination
remains-In the West they are called geisha, but in Japan they are geikos and at first they were boys-Before, their
learning began at age six and today begins at 15-Extremely discreet, dressing a geisha can cost the same or more than
buying a house-

geishas-geikos
Geishas-Geikos-In 1920 there were 80. 000; today there are only about a thousand, but their fascination remains-In the
West they are called geisha, but in Japan they are geikos and at first they were boys-Before, their learning began at age
six and today begins at 15-Extremely discreet, dressing a geisha can cost the same or more than buying a house-



gellivara
Gellivara- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisa on September 14, 1923-

gemelares
relating or belonging to loshijos or twin brothers

gemelos
Twins-it is said of a constellation located in cosmic zoneZodiacal-

generaciones
refers to lascastas, genera, species of quadrupeds.

generativos
It is said of those who have the virtue of breed -

genésicos
relating or belonging to generation

genoveva-
Genoveva- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA .  Kopff on April 22, 1909-

genua-
Genua- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer L.  Carnera on May 7, 1902-

geocospías
geoscopies-belonging to the discipline or science that was responsible for the study of the conditions and nature of the
soil or land, through omens or omens-

geometría
Geometria-is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  h.  Charlois on September 18, 1893-

geoscopía
geoscopy- discipline or science that was responsible for the study of the conditions and nature of soil or land, through
omens or omens-

geotérmicos
relating or belonging alcalor of the Earth

geóscopo
geoscope-person who was in charge of the study of the conditions and nature of the soil or land, through omens or
omens-



geóscopos
geoscopes-people who were concerned with the study of the conditions and nature of the soil or the earth, through
omens or omens-

geóticas
He says those things that once made with Earth, formerly.

geóticos
relating or belonging to Earth, formerly - used

gerda
Gerda- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerC.  H .  F .  Petersel on July 31, 1872-

gerenuces
-belonging to a species or variety of long-necked African degacela-

gerlianos
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: Gerli -

gerlinde-
Gerlinde- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  Kopffel on June 24, 1908-

gersuind-
Gersuind- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  Kopffel on August 15, 1909-

gertrud
Gertrud-this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisa on February 28, 1911-

gerundivo
gerundive = is the Latin participle in 40 tries, - ndus ) such as hortandus, exhauriendus.-

geselinos
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: Villa Gesell -

gesticulares
relating or pertaining algesto

génovas
belonging to a variety or species deciruela-

ghanja
Ghanja—refers to a certain type of two- or three-masted Western Arab warship—



ghanjas
ghanjas—belonging to a two- or three-masted Western Arab warship—

giausar
Giausar- refers to a star whose official name was approved on February 1, 2017, located in constellation Draco-

gienah
Gienah- refers to a star whose official name was approved on November 6, 2016, located in the constellation Corvus-

gigana
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, frutilla-origen Californian -

ginan
Ginan- refers to a star whose official name was approved on November 19, 2017, located in the constellation Crux-

ginger gold
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

gingivales
relating or belonging to lasencias

gismonda-
Gismonda- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on September 3, 1902-

gía
gía-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds, pale
flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

gía ababuy
Ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

gía manzanilla
gía chamomile-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

gía manzanilla ababuy
Chamomile ababuy-refers to a kind of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions.

gía manzanilla o ababuy
Chamomile or ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a



strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions.

gía manzanilla,ababuy
Chamomile refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

gía manzanilla-ababuy
A species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds, pale
flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

gía o ababuy
A species of plum tree, a wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds, pale
flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

gía,ababuy
A species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds, pale
flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant in taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

gía-ababuy
Ababuy-refers to a kind of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

gímnicos
relating or belonging to losatletas

glandes
·pertenecientes the name of the frutodel oak, Holm-

glasa
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, Strawberry -

glaucones
glaucons-belonging to the expression : carnivorous bird, ntirrostro, with ashic plumage, robust and hooked beak, black
wings and tail, stained white-

glaucón
glaucon-refers to a carnivorous, ntirrostro, with ashic plumage, robust and hooked beak, black wings and tail, stained
white-

gloas
Gloas- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Lynx-



globosa
globose -.  belonging to a variety or species decebolla-

glooskap
Glooskap-refers to the expression : Creator God, legendary figure of the Wabanaki Peoples, whose name means "man
who came from nowhere"-

glucoalcaloide
glucoalkaloid-it is a compound formed by the union of an alkaloid and a sugar.  In large quantities, they can be
poisonous-

glucoalcaloides
glucoalkaloids-belonging to a compound formed by the union of an alkaloid and a sugar.  In large quantities they can be
poisonous-

glucogenólisis
glycogenolysis-physiological mechanism in humans reverses glucogenesis, since when the body requires a higher
proportion of glucose, the stored glycogen is degraded metabolically, being released into the bloodstream-

glucogénesis
glycogenesis-physiological mechanism in humans by which glycogen is generated from a simpler chemical compound,
glucose 6-phosphate; all this activity occurs in the liver or muscles and is stimulated by a hormone secreted by the
pancreas, the insulin-

gluconeogénesis
gluconeogenesis-physiological mechanism in humans made from compounds other than carbohydrates, such as
glycerin and amino acids,

gluskab
Gluskab-refers to the expression : Creator God, legendary figure of the Wabanaki Peoples, whose name means "man
who came from nowhere"-

gluskabe
Gluskabe-refers to the expression: God Creator, legendary figure of the Wabanaki peoples, whose name means "man
who came from nothing"-

gluskabi
Gluskabi-refers to the expression : Creator God, legendary figure of the Wabanaki Peoples, whose name means "man
who came from nowhere"-

gluskap
Gluskap-refers to the expression: God Creator, legendary figure of the Wabanaki peoples, whose name means "man
who came from nothing"-



glúteos
relating or belonging to lanalga

gnósticos
relating or pertaining algnosticismo

godal
Godal-refers to the expression: third son of the Genghis Khan whom he succeeded in the year 1229-

golden delicious
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

goleta-
An old narrow ship, with low gunwales, with two or three masts and a crab on each of them.

goletas
schooners—belonging to an old narrow ship, with low gunwales, with two or three masts and a crab in each of them—

golpeado
hit - refers to the participle of the verb hit-

gomeisa
Gomeisa- refers to a star whose official name was approved on July 20, 2016, located in constellation Canis Minor-

gomeros
.  vegetable in their structures or forms are, semejantes-parecidos - apparents acacia -

gomorresinas
belonging to plant toxicity formed by a mixture of rubber and resin-

gong-gong
God delaguaen the mitologiachina

gorella
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, Strawberry -

gorgo-
This is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A. Kopff on May 13, 1909-

gorgonarios
GORGONARIOSse is of a / / unaorden of octocoralarios cnidarians of the class anthozoa - includes marine animals
fixed in rocky bottoms.



gotho
Gotho- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on September 14, 1925-

góndolas
gondolas—belonging to a light boat propelled by lever or oars, typical of the canals in Venice—

góticos
relating or belonging to losgodos

graciosos
It is said of those with grace, donaire and attractive -

gramina
gramine-refers to a certain type of alkaloid that is present in several plant species but is easier to obtain chemically; it is
used to synthesize tryptophan-

graminas
gramins-belonging to an alkaloid that is present in several plant species but is easier to obtain chemically; it is used to
synthesize tryptophan-

gramosos
relating or belonging to lagrama

granada
.  belonging to the name of the cream frutodel-

granadilla
.  belonging to the name of the Passiflora frutode or granada-

granbonaerenses
It is said, in Argentina, of those born in the: Gran Buenos Aires

granny smith
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

grano
.  belonging to the name of the cereal frutodel-

granos
·pertenecientes the name of the frutode grain -

granujas



belonging to a variety or species deuva-

granulosos
It is said of those who have production in the body. -

graspos
they are varieties or species delbrezo.

gratia
Gratia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  H .  Charloisel on December 31, 1896-

gravenstein
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

gravidez
It is said of the quality or quality or condition degravido-

graviola
graviola-is a small tree of the anonaceae family, with few flowers, of edible fruit, grown in tropical areas-

gráficos
relating or belonging to laescritura

gregario
refers alAnimal that usually live alternating with others in groups.

grenchudas
grenchudas = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseencrenchas or big.

grenchudos
grenchudos = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseencrenchas or big.

gres
stoneware or sericin: is a substance secreted by the silkworm and that is involved in the formation of the cocoon.

gres
Gres: says the sandstone sedimentary rock.

gribane
Gribane – refers to a certain type of very old Norman boat, with two masts and lateen sails. 



gribanes
Gribanes- belonging to a very old Norman boat, with two masts and lateen sails. 

gripo
gripo-old European medieval vessel, large, generally used for transport of goods and species-

gripos
Gripos-belonging to an ancient medieval European vessel, of large size, generally used for the transport of goods and
species-

griseldis
Griseldis- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on September 7, 1902-


